
 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

USOL Energy opened its doors this year and plan to be a major supplier of Photovoltaic Modules in Mexico, 
USA and Abroad. 

USOL Energy offers exemplary Customer service by using its Cooperative visionary collective comprised of 
both Mexican and American PV experts.  Installation Companies, Distributors, Engineering Firms and Allied 
Industry can expect full support in structuring their systems, logistics when ordering PV Modules. Based in 
both Mexico and the United States, USOL Energy offers a unique approach to collaborative Renewable Energy 
Industry projects. 

We will be at InterSolar USA 2105!  Our Non Profit partner, Power Of Green, will be having their youth core 
creating a special Solar Powered Documentary and Live Streaming at the Conference which also demonstrates 
the use of portable Solar.   Recently, USOL Energy added new Marketing Campaigns which include 
ECOTAINMENT:  Entertainment using portable renewable energy to lower carbon footprint. USOL Energy is 
participating in Media Campaigns, both Audio and Visual, which enhance the image of both our location and 
Renewable Energy industry. Working in Conjunction with local Eco Non Profits, we are creating projects that 
help the community greatly.  Currently, via Power Of Green, USOL is working with Volunteer Ministers and 
Government of Nepal to integrate Solar into, not only Emergency response, but also for rebuilding in the 
hardest hit areas. 

 At USOL Energy, we care about what you need and want.  We are dedicated to making effective and high 
quality solar panels, as well as, making logistic problems a thing of the past! We can not only provide excellent 
Modules, but also have a large network of Consultants, Engineers and Installers that can service every aspect of 
your needs.  They also provide free PV Education in their locations. 

Welcome to a new era, where we work together globally to create Clean Energy.  We are proud to represent 
our Country in a way that benefits all Mankind.   For More Information:  tcarter@usolenergy.com 

http://www.powerofgreenla.com/

